
LIFESPAN
Metal roofs last 2 – 3 TIMES LONGER than asphalt roofs. 
Virtually maintenance free. No intermittent repair costs.

ATTRACT POTENTIAL BUYERS
A roof can account for 40% of a home’s visual impact from the curb1 and help 
attract potential buyers should you decide to sell.

GOLD STANDARD TRANSFERABLE WARRANTY
Drexel Metals is the ONLY metal roofing company that provides a warranty that 
can be transfered to the next owner if you sell your home.

CREATE ROOF ENVY 
Drexel Metals Roofs are more than just smart, financially superior investments. 
They are visually stunning. You’ll be the envy of the neighborhood. 
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WHERE b e a u t y  MEETS ENDURANCE.

ENERGY EFFICIENT
Drexel Metals Roofs reflect rather than 
absorb the sun’s heat energy, which 
makes it one of the most energy efficient 
roof systems available.

THE GREEN CHOICE
Keeping your home warmer in winter and 
cooler in summer with reduced energy 
spending is just part of the green story.

+ FAST 
FACTS

BETTER + 
SMARTER

MADE OF 30-60% 
RECYCLED MATERIAL

100% 
RECYCLABLE

WHILE THE INITIAL COSTS OF A METAL 
ROOF MAY BE HIGHER THAN ASPHALT 
SHINGLES, A METAL ROOF IS THE  
better investment IN THE LONG RUN.

1 Better Homes and Gardens, “11 Ways to Boost Curb Appeal,”  
www.bhg.com/home-improvement/exteriors/curb-appeal/boost-curb-appeal.
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Toll Free: 888-321-9630 
Fax: 877-321-9638.

PERFORMANCE + SAFETY STANDARDS

At Drexel Metals, every product and every project begins with a focus on safety and performance.  
We strictly adhere to quality assurance standards to ensure our installed roofing systems meet or exceed local  

and national building code requirements. Our products are tested to withstand gale to hurricane force winds, hail,  
fire, and wind-driven rain through independent testing and certification. For a complete list of testing and performance data, 

please visit www.drexelmetals.com.

Tax Break For Painted Products
Receive a $500 tax credit for making your home energy efficient.

Warranty Protection
Drexel Metals stands behind our products with industry-leading warranties, including a 35-Year Gold Standard 

Warranty that covers labor, adhesion, chalk and fade protection and is transferable from owner to owner for  
the period of the warranty. For complete warranty information, including limitations, ask your contractor for  

a copy of the Drexel Metals Roofing Systems warranty.

Find out more about the benefits of metal roofing. Visit residentialmetalroof.com. 
Get started on your roof today  

by contacting info@drexmet.com or calling 888-321-9630.

$500
tax credit

THE roof  OVER YOUR HEAD

Your home is your sanctuary. Where your favorite memories are made. 
It protects your family and is a reflection of who you are. 

The roof is a major focal point of your home’s design and architecture. Whether 
your style is open and breezy by the bay, Spanish Colonial, Victorian, or 
anything in between, there is a metal roof to cap off the story of your home. 

DREXEL METAL quality
For over three decades of industry expertise, Drexel Metals has earned a 
reputation for producing roofing systems of exceptional quality, safety, energy 
efficiency and performance. Our depth of experience combines with a passion 
for delivering industry-advancing innovation, while maximizing cost efficiencies 
and sustainability.

Best of all, Drexel Metals Roofing Systems are made locally for you. 

DREXEL 
METALS 
+  HOME

BEAUTIFUL 
+ STRONG
unmatched  DURABILITY

The roof in your home is a major line of defense against the 
power of mother nature. 

While a common choice is asphalt shingles, a metal roof is the premier 
product for strength, longevity and carefree maintenance. Asphalt roofing – 
primarily made of oil-pregnated paper or fiberglass - begins to deteriorate 
as soon as it’s installed. Likewise, wood shingles dry out and crack over time, 
and concrete roof tile can fracture from freeze/thaw cycles. 

Beautiful and strong, Drexel Metals Roofing Systems are precision-engineered 
to withstand decades of extreme weather like gale and hurricane force winds,  
heavy snow, hailstorms, and even wildfires. It will not deteriorate and is 
virtually maintenance free. 



ARE THEY NOISY?
This is the #1 question we get asked. The answer is no. Our roofs are typically installed 
over your attic space with insulation plus your roof deck and our underlayment. This 
makes our metal roofs no more noisy than other roofing materials on the market.

LIGHT AS A FEATHER
Well, maybe not a feather, but a metal roof is on average 50% lighter than an asphalt 
shingle roof and 75% lighter than concrete tile, fiber cement shakes and slate.

GOT SNOW?
Metal roofing is a popular choice for homes in areas with heavy snowfall. A metal roof 
sheds snow quickly, thereby protecting the integrity of the roof and eliminating ice 
damming at the eaves that can cause water back up and eventually leak into your home.

CUSTOM BEAUTY + APPEAL
Luxurious colors, dramatic lines and graceful curves – from sleek and modern to 
charming and traditional. We offer a broad scope of profiles, styles and colors to infuse 
your home with your personal taste.

Choose from pre-painted Galvalume®, pre-painted 
aluminum, DrexlumeTM, FluroponTM and copper. All are 
constructed with products proudly made in the USA and 
installed by local installers. 

FIRE + LIGHTNING SAFETY RATINGS
Metal roofs are safer than most roofing material in the event of a lightning strike.  
They are not combustible and are less likely to start a fire. Also, Drexel Metals Roofing 
Systems carry a UL class “A” fire rating for roof coverings, which are evaluated for the 
ability to resist the spread of fire into the attic, resist flame spreading and resist  
generating burning embers. 

CUSTOM 
STYLE + 
APPEAL

BONE WHITE SR .66 

COLOR  COLLECTION LOW GLOSS COLLECTION

ANTIQUE METAL SR .34 
SPECIAL PRINT premium

MEDIUM BRONZE SR .30

LINEN WHITE SR .72

DARK BRONZE SR .29

CHESTNUT BROWN SR .28

PACIFIC BLUE SR .29

MATTE BLACK SR .30

PINE SR .31PATINA GREEN SR .36

SR = Solar Reference

HEMLOCK SR .28

ROOFINOX TIN COATED STAINLESS 

AUTUMN RED SR .32

BURGUNDY SR .33 MANSARD BROWN SR  27

NANTUCKET GRAY SR .37

COLONIAL RED SR .33

SIERRA TAN SR .29

GRANITE SR .27

TEAL BLUE SR .29 DEEP BLUE SEA SR .29

DREXLUMETMISLAND BLUE SR .35 BUCKSKIN SR .38

VM ANTHRA ZINC

REGAL WHITE SR .65 ASPEN BRONZE SR .30

AGED COPPER SR .45

MIDNIGHT GREEN SR .27

SANDSTONE SR .49

CLASSIC BRONZE SR .28

SLATE BLUE SR .32

TERRA COTTA SR .41

TRADITIONAL BLACK SR .30FOREST GREEN SR .30

SLATE GRAY SR .37

VM ZINC QUARTZ 

N AT U R A L M E TA L S

HARTFORD GREEN SR .27 DOVE GRAY SR .31CHARCOAL GRAY SR .27

PREWEATHERED GALVALUME® SR .35
premium

BRIGHT SILVER SR .53
premium

CHAMPAGNE SR .35
premium

BRILLIANCE RED SR .41
premium

METALLIC COPPER SR .42
premium

P R E M I U M  CO L L E C T I O N




